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Abstract

We ask whether the productivity advantage of internationalized firms documented by the international

trade literature can be interpreted most accurately in terms of proximity to the “technological frontier”.

We answer in the affermative using a methodology (based on mixture models) of unbundling technology

and total factor productivity (TFP) by estimating “technology-specific” production function parameters.

Exploiting detailed data provided by the EFIGE database (a sample of firms distributed across Austria,

France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Spain, and the United Kingdom), we find technology gaps (with respect

to the frontier) more than three times larger than the TFP gaps on average. We also find sizable technol-

ogy advantages for firms undertaking foreign direct investment and/or exporting to other European Union

countries or to China, for importers of materials, and for firms with competitors in China and the United

States. Medium and large firms feature a higher technology premium, which is even higher for firms operat-

ing in country-sectors that are more exposed to import competition from China. Younger firms use better

technologies but less effectively.

Keywords: heterogenous firm, productivity premium, selection effect, technology, TFP, trade model.
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1 Introduction

Productivity differentials across economic units are commonly interpreted in terms of “technological” hetero-

geneity, independently of being measured as labor productivity or total factor productivity (TFP). This practice

is particularly pervasive in firm level studies, where making technological upgrading more accessible to the less

“productive” firms seems to be the main prescription for helping them reduce their distance from the “frontier”

and ultimately enhancing aggregate productivity growth.

However, productivity is a broad notion encompassing several hard-to-measure factors, which comprise all

that cannot be explained by capital accumulation, in its standard TFP formulation, and even capital accu-

mulation itself if labor productivity is used. Hence, enucleating the relative importance of the technological

dimension within the wide notion of productivity is becoming increasingly important, particularly from a policy

perspective.

For instance, the OECD (2015) documents labour productivity growth amounting to 3.5% at the global

(manufacturing) frontier, against 0.5% for non-frontier firms, over the course of the 2000s (the gap is even

more pronounced in the services sector). On the one hand, this report raises questions about the obstacles

preventing laggard firms from adopting well-known frontier technologies: on the other, it mentions how, “given

the difficulties in measuring technology, the globally most productive firms are also assumed to operate with the

globally most advanced technologies but it should be recognized that very technologically advanced firms might

not necessarily appear as the globally most productive or the most successful in terms of profits” (OECD, 2015

page 33).

However, little empirical effort has been made to investigate the relative importance of the technological

dimension of productivity within the general notion of productivity. As Bernard and Jones pointed out more

than 20 years ago (Bernard and Jones, 1996a), the usual (Solow residual) TFP measures are conceived under

the hypothesis that the different economic units (country-sectors, in their case) are characterized by the same

factor coefficients. Insofar as differences in factor coefficients mirror differences in technology, this rules out

the possibility that different industries in different countries have access to different technologies. From the

firm level perspective, this entails neglecting the armchair evidence that an array of technologies is normally

available to firms operating in the same industry, with, access to each technology varying across firms along

several dimensions. The degree of internationalization is one of these dimensions.

In fact, the literature on firms’ international exposure has extensively highlighted the positive correlation

between a firm’s export status and its productivity (called “exceptional exporter performance” by Bernard and

Jensen (1999)). This paper explores whether, and to what extent, the productivity advantage of internationalized

firms documented by the literature (see Section 2), can be understood in terms of technological advantage, rather

than know-how and/or ability in using similar technologies.

The technological dimension of productivity is usually not considered explicitly because estimating technology-

specific production function parameters, without ex-ante assumptions on the technology used by each firm, seems

a daunting task with standard econometrics. This process entails that the potential factor parameter differences
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across technologies flow entirely into a Solow residual (i.e., the difference between observed and predicted out-

put), in which the predicted output is computed on the basis of sector-specific production function parameters

(i.e., estimated at the sectoral level).

Our analysis builds on the mixture regression analysis discussed in Battisti et al. (2020) to unbundle

technology and TFP by estimating technology-specific production functions. We retrieve technology-specific

factor parameters, avoiding any type of ex-ante assumption on the degree of technological sharing across firms

and leaving the number of available technologies (i.e. technology groups) unconstrained. This procedure allows

us to give a sense of magnitude concerning how much of the productivity-internationalization premium can be

attributed to firms’ technological choices, on the one hand, and to an idiosyncratic TFP measure which, being

net of this “technological” component, can be interpreted in terms of know-how and/or ability to exploit the

given technology, on the other. We will focus on the complement (or gap) of the firm’s productivity performance

over these two productivity dimensions with respect to what can be considered as the best practice: the between-

technology TFP gap, defined as the output difference between what a firm could have produced had it chosen the

best (output maximizing) available technology and the predicted output of the firm under its actual technology;

and the within-technology TFP gap, defined as the difference between the average output of the best 5%

performing firms and the actual output of the given firm, within a same technology group.

The analysis takes advantage of the EFIGE-ORBIS database, provided by Bruegel. EFIGE is a survey that

reports detailed information on the international operations of almost 15, 000 firms in seven European economies

(Austria, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Spain, and the United Kingdom). This is combined with balance

sheet data drawn from the ORBIS database, provided by Bureau van Dijk.

The estimation results point to a sectoral number of technologies ranging from one to three, depending on

the industry. The first result concerns the average importance of the estimated between-technology and within-

technology TFP gaps across firms. Although there is some cross-sector variability, the between-technology gaps

are found to be more than three times larger than the within-technology gaps, on average. Interestingly, Battisti

et al. (2020) find them to be twice as large. These results suggest that sample selection plays a key role in

the findings. The sample used in Battisti et al. (2020) is larger and much less skewed towards central Europe

than is the sample used in our study. This seems to support the idea that technological advancement goes

hand in hand with international openness. Indeed, this is the key result emerging from our correlation analysis

with the degree of international exposure, which indicates a non-significant correlation between international

exposure and our within-technology TFP gaps. This complements the finding regarding the strong relevance of

the between-technology gaps for most types of internationalization status. The technology advantage is found to

be particularly important for firms undertaking foreign direct investment (FDI), for global exporters, importers

of materials, and exporters.

Moreover, while the firms operating in country-sectors that are more exposed to competitive pressure from

China do not seem to feature relatively higher within-technology TFP gaps, large firms operating in those

country-sectors display significant technology advantages. This finding is consistent with the evidence of a

positive relationship between competition and innovation provided by, among others, Bloom et al. (2016).
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Firm size matters greatly for technology gaps, with larger firms producing with better technologies. Inter-

estingly, age, which is found to significantly correlate with larger within-technology TFP, is associated with

smaller technology gaps. This result suggests that technology is more easily accessible to young firms, but also

that it takes time to be effectively used by the firm.

We finally address the geographical dimension of the international operations, showing that the technology

advantage of being an exporter or being engaged in FDI activities is driven mainly by firms exporting to EU

countries and, among the global exporters, by firms exporting to China. Moreover, the advantage is greater

for firms importing from within the EU and, finally, for firms competing with the United States and other

EU countries. Interestingly, having competitors located in China tends to be associated with higher between-

technology technology gaps, except for large firms, which in this case also enjoy a technological advantage. From

a policy perspective, the overall analysis lends support to the common interpretation of the productivity gap

among less-internationalized firms in terms of distance from the technological frontier.

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews the related literature. Section 3 briefly

describes the study’s data. Our estimation steps and results are discussed in Section 4, while Section 5 analyses

the productivity-internationalization relationship. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related literature

Our focus in the present analysis is on the extent to which cross-firm heterogeneity in productivity can be

considered to mirror cross-firm heterogeneity in technology, paying particular attention to the productivity

advantage of internationalized firms.

As mentioned, interest in the productivity advantage of internationalized firms started with the finding of

a positive correlation between the export status and productivity, in the “exceptional exporter performance”

highlighted by Bernard and Jensen (1999). Causality can run both ways. On the one hand, the relationship

can be fostered by a process of “selection into export status”, whereby firms that already perform better have a

stronger propensity to export than other firms (Tybout, 2002). Indeed, exposure to trade is found to force the

least productive firms to leave the market (Clerides, et al., 1998; Bernard and Jensen, 1999; Aw et al. 2000)

and to lead to market share reallocation toward the most productive firms (Pavcnik, 2002; Bernard et al., 2006).

On the other hand, one might think that firm productivity grows as a consequence of a process of “learning by

exporting” (Delgado et al., 2002; Van Biesebroeck, 2005; Lileeva and Trefler (2010); Serti and Tomasi (2008);

De Loecker, 2007) or due to technology upgrading effects induced by international competitiveness shocks (i.e.,

Bustos, 2011; Bloom et al., 2016).

Independently of the direction of causality, which is beyond the scope of our analysis, studies have produced

comprehensive evidence that productivity is positively related not only to the exporting, but, more generally, to

other forms of international exposure, such as importing, undertaking FDI, and international outsourcing. For

instance, Helpman et al. (2004) show that only the most productive among the firms that serve foreign markets

engage in FDI. From a policy perspective, Mayer and Ottaviano (2008), conclude that the overall international
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performance of European countries is essentially driven by a handful of high-performance firms.

In general, the literature shows that the productivity premium seems to grow along with the complexity

of international activities. This is clearly shown by Altomonte and Aquilante (2012), who use the same data

uses in our study to reveal that firms’ size and productivity premia are related to complex internationalization

strategies such as exporting to a larger number of markets and/or to more distant countries, producing abroad

through FDI, and being involved in international outsourcing. Such features seem to influence the patterns of

internationalization in remarkably similar ways across countries. Consistently with these findings, the OECD

(2015) highlights how “the global productivity frontier is actually comprised of firms from different countries

[. . . ] They are very much “global firms” in the sense that they operate in different countries (often part of a

MNE group), and are interconnected with suppliers/customers from different countries along global value chains

(GVCs).”

The productivity measure preferred by most of the above studies is TFP, measured along the lines suggested

by the recent literature on TFP estimation (Olley and Pakes, 1996; Levinsohn and Petrin, 2003; Wooldridge,

2009; Ackerberg et al., 2015). While this literature has emphasized on purging the estimates from the so called

“simultaneity bias”, we focus on the importance of firm level technology as a determinant of productivity differ-

ences among firms, while controlling for simultaneity. The opportunity to disentangle these two dimensions has

been highlighted by, among others, Bernard and Jones (1996a, 1996b), using the expression “total technological

productivity”. Moreover, Collard-Wexler and De Loecker (2014) document important productivity increases

in the steel industry, associated with the adoption of a particular technology (i.e., the “minimill” technology),

while Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2013) show that a firm’s TFP is stochastically affected by its investment in

R&D.1

From the theoretical perspective, a growing body of literature concentrates on “technology”, in terms of

both the creation of new technologies and the adoption/diffusion of available technologies, as one of the driving

factors commonly included in standard TFP figures.

Studies on the relationship between technology adoption/diffusion and the diffusion of development date

back to Gerschenkron (1962), and include Nelson and Phelps (1966) and Howitt (2000). Within this branch

of literature, Parente and Prescott (1994) show that differences in barriers to technology adoption, which vary

across countries and time, account for the great disparities in income across countries. Other works stress the

spatial dimension of the process of technology adoption and diffusion. Desmet and Parente (2010) model the

relationship between market size and technological upgrading. Desmet and Rossi-Hansberg (2014) propose a

model in which technology diffusion affects economic development because technology diffuses spatially and

firms in each location use the best technology they have access to. Comin et al. (2012) propose a theory in

which technology diffuses slower to locations that are farther away from adoption leaders.2

1Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2013) assume that firm productivity evolves according to a Markov process, which is “shifted”
(either positively or negatively) by R&D expenditure. Following Olley and Pakes (1996), including the R&D choice entails taking an
additional policy function (besides the policy function for investment in physical capital) into account. Under the crucial assumption
that the error in t is uncorrelated with the innovation choice in t− 1, R&D can be exploited in the production function estimation
to purge the estimates from the part of the error correlated with the input choice. Loosely speaking, this approach enables us to
estimate firms’ TFP while controlling for simultaneity and the effect of innovation choices at the same time.

2Another line of research investigates technology diffusion in more detail using data on specific technologies. In particular, it is
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Other studies point out the importance of the firm level dimension of productivity growth (i.e. changes in

the productivity distribution). Gabler and Poschke (2013) and Da Rocha et al. (2017) introduce endogenous

establishment-level productivity in their studies on the evolution of aggregate productivity. A similar approach

is adopted by a number of studies, in which aggregate growth is fostered by the evolution of the firm level

TFP distribution, as induced by trade integration (see Grossman and Helpman (2015) for an early review).

This literature explicitly focuses on the role of technological heterogeneity. Among others, Sampson (2016)

stresses the role of the technological choice of the entrant firms. Perla and Tonetti (2014) focus on the diffusion

of technology from the more to the less productive firms, which allows the TFP distribution to endogenously

“evolve” even without the introduction of new technologies. In Perla et al. (2015), firms choose whether to

adopt a better technology or not, and trade integration fosters aggregate growth, by increasing the incentives

to adopt the better technologies. In Benhabib et al. (2017), firms choose whether to keep producing with

their existing technology, adopt a new technology or innovate, but only innovation fosters growth in the long

run. Luttmer (2007) focuses on imitation, highlighting that the small size of entrants de facto indicates that

imitation is difficult. In Alvarez et al. (2014), the flow of new ideas is the engine of growth: firms acquire new

technologies by learning from those with whom they do business, so that trade fosters technology diffusion and

aggregate growth by enabling more meeting opportunities.

Two order-of-innovation consequences of the fact that increased exposure to international markets entails

fiercer competition are put forward by the literature. On the one hand, increased competition is likely to reduce

innovation to the extent that expected profits shrink. On the other hand, import competition, especially from

low cost countries, is likely to force firms to innovate more than they would otherwise. Aghion et al. (2005)

reconcile these two effects by deriving and testing a U-shaped relationship between competition and innovation.

The firm level adjustment to increased competition along this line is investigated by Gorodnichenko et al. (2010)

and Hashmi (2013). Garcia-Marin and Voigtländer (2019) provide evidence that the declining marginal costs

at export entry that emerge once the price bias in productivity measurements induced by shrinking markups is

accounted for are associated with higher plant-level investment (especially in machinery), which suggests that

technology upgrading may be driven by a learning-from-exporting mechanism or by the increased potential

benefits of innovation due to access to larger markets. Accordingly, they show that marginal costs drop steeply

for plants that are initially less productive.

worth citing the Cross-country Historical Adoption of Technology (CHAT) dataset, described in Comin and Hobijn (2009), which
includes long-run information on the extensive (whether a specific technology is present or not in a given country at a particular
time) and intensive (the intensity with which producers or consumers employ a technology, at a given moment in time, scaled by
the size of the economy) margins of technology adoption at the country-level on a number of technologies (e.g. tractors, fertilizer,
portable cell phones). The CHAT dataset enables, among others, Comin and Hobijn (2010) to explain the very different speeds
at which countries recovered after wars, Cervellati et al. (2014) to study the effect of trade liberalization and democratization on
technology adoption, and Comin and Mestieri (2018) to explore the general patterns characterizing the diffusion of technologies,
how they changed over time, and the key drivers of technology.
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3 Data

This study’s analysis is based on a sample of manufacturing firms drawn from the EU-EFIGE/Bruegel-UniCredit

dataset3 (“EFIGE” henceforth). This dataset surveys the international activities of almost 15,000 firms in

seven European economies (Austria, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Spain, and the United Kingdom). The

survey was conducted in 2010 and covers the period 2007 to 2009. The reported information is cross-sectional.

Production function estimation, which requires two years in order to control for simultaneity (see Section 4), is

carried out over the two years of 2009 and 2010.

The sample, which is representative of firms with more than 10 employees (see Altomonte and Aquilante,

2012, for detailed information on the dataset and its representativeness), has been combined by the EFIGE

team with balance sheet information from the ORBIS database of Bureau van Dijk (which covers 2001 to 2014).

From the EFIGE-ORBIS dataset, we draw information on the variables used in production function esti-

mation. As well as value added and fixed assets, the survey provides us with quite detailed information on

employees, allowing us to separately identify the number of workers in the three categories of: white collar,

skilled blue collar and unskilled blue collar. Moreover, we are able to observe total (and thus average) wages.

Value added, capital and wages are deflated using OECD-STAN country-sector-year deflators. From EFIGE-

ORBIS, we also draw information on the other firm characteristics: age and size category (based on the total

number of employees).

Data are trimmed at the first and last percentiles of the output per worker and capital per worker distribu-

tions. Tables 1 and 2 report the descriptive statistics at the sectoral and country levels, respectively.

[insert Table 1 about here]

[insert Table 2 about here]

The advantage of EFIGE over other firm level data is its detailed information on both labor and firms’

international activities.

4 Unbundling between-technology and within-technology TFP

We disentangle the between- and within-technology dimensions of productivity by using the two-stage estimation

detailed in Battisti et al. (2020). The first stage entails estimating the correction factors to be used in the

estimation of the production functions in order to tackle the simultaneity issue (Klette and Griliches, 1996). In

the second stage, technology-specific production function parameters are estimated, through a mixture model

that includes the correction factors obtained in the first-step. The estimation algorithm identifies the number

of technology groups (i.e., the number of production functions) for each sector and the probability of adopting

3Source: http://bruegel.org/publications/datasets/efige.
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each technology for each firm. Finally, we compute between-technology and within-technology TFP gaps along

the lines described below.

In its standard TFP interpretation, firm productivity encompasses output differences across firms that are

not related to the choice of inputs. Hence, all else being equal, TFP differences are given by two dimensions.

The first one is common among firms and is defined over the set of parameters that specify how inputs contribute

to generating output. This is a technological dimension characterizing the shape (i.e., slope and intercept) of

the production function. The second dimension is firm-specific and reflects the idiosyncratic ability of the firm

to transform inputs into output, given the technology (e.g., Bhattacharya et al., 2013).

Before going into the details of each step, let us formalize the unbundling set up. Assume that firm i

uses the bundle of inputs X to produce output Y through Yi = AiF (Xi). Following the standard approach,

the idiosyncratic productivity (i.e., TFP) term Ai can be retrieved by estimating the log-production function

yi = α+ βxi + εi at the sectoral level and computing TFP as the Solow residual ai ≡ ln(Ai) = yi − ŷi. In this

case, TFP is expressed in relative terms with respect to the average firm in the sector. Let us consider an array

of technologies available in each sector, with a number of firms using each technology. Then, the estimated TFP

productivity distribution can actually be seen as the result of the overlapping of several TFP distributions, one

for each (group of firms using the same) technology. We use m = 1 as an index of technology, with M denoting

the number of available technologies. We also assume that the technology differs in terms of the production

function parameters (α, β) and that we are able to estimate them for each technology (we will use mixture

models for this). With this information, we are also able to identify the technology among all possibilities that

would allow firm i to produce the maximum possible output level given the amount of capital. We refer to this

technology as mH . Instead of using the average firm in the sector as a benchmark, as in the standard approach,

we can now express the Solow residual in terms of the average firm among the firms using the best technology:

âi,mH = yi − ŷi,mH , with ŷi,mH denoting firm i’s predicted output associated with using the best technology.

Let us now turn to the technology actually used by firm i and assume, for the time being, that it is

observable. Using mD to refer to such technology, the corresponding predicted output ŷi,mD can be used to

obtain the following decomposition of âi,mH into a within- and a between-technology component:

âi,mH = yi − ŷi,mD︸ ︷︷ ︸
WITHIN

+ ŷi,mD − ŷi,mH︸ ︷︷ ︸
BETWEEN

(1)

The “between” component, which is also equal to âi,mD − âi,mH , is a measure of technology productivity

expressed in terms of the distance between the predicted output associated with the firm’s actual technology

and the output associated with the output-maximizing technology, given the input levels, had the firm behaved

as the “average” firm in the two technology groups. As the difference between predicted outputs, this measure

is driven only by technology, through the different production function parameters.

The “within” component provides us with a quantification of the difference âi,mD between the observed out-

put of the firm and the predicted output it would have obtained had it behaved as the “average” (representative)

firm in its own technology group (i.e., within the group of firms using technology mD).
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Production functions estimation - stage 1 (dealing with simultaneity). The first step of our method

deals with the simultaneity issue. As is well-known, productivity estimation at the firm level suffers from

endogeneity. The problem stems from the fact that the information incorporated in the productivity term ait,

although unknown to the econometrician, is arguably used by the firm when the decision on the amount of inputs

is made. In other words, inputs might be chosen simultaneously with output. This causes the OLS estimated

error term to correlate with the amount of factors and thus biases the estimated production function coefficients

(i.e., Cov(Ki,t, ai,t) 6= 0, Cov(Li,t, ai,t,) 6= 0, with Ki,t and Li,t being the total amount of fixed capital and

labor employed by firm i at time t). Since our mixture regression framework builds on weighted least squares

(see next paragraph), our estimated parameters are potentially biased. Moreover, in our case, the technology

may be chosen simultaneously with the inputs. This would yield an additional source of simultaneity (i.e.,

Cov(Ki,t,mi,t) 6= 0, Cov(Li,t,mi,t) 6= 0) and make the bias even is more pervasive. However, the widely used

semi-parametric solution suggested by Olley and Pakes (1996) as well as subsequent contributions (Levinsohn

and Petrin, 2003; Wooldridge, 2009; Ackerberg et al., 2015) can hardly by applied to our mixture regression

framework. Therefore, we deal with simultaneity using the following empirical approach suggested by Battisti et

al. (2020). We assume that the capital and production technology in t are both decided in t− 1, based on one-

time-lagged capital and a vector Zt of external conditions (i.e., market frictions and other country characteristics

such as interest rate and wage differentials). Labor is instead a freely adjustable input and its t level is decided

in t on the basis of Ki,t and the observed productivity ai,t. This leaves us with the following system of equations

(with the index in square brackets referring to the time period in which the decision is made):
lnKi,t[t− 1] = ρ0 + ρ1 lnKi,t−1[t− 2] + Zc,t + eKi,t + uKi,t

lnLi,t[t] = ρ0 + ρ1 lnKi,t[t− 1] + Zc,t + eLi,t + uLi,t

(2)

under the assumption that uKi,t and uLi,t are i.i.d. errors, eKi,t can be thought of as “absorbing” Cov(Ki,t[t− 1],

mi,t[t − 1]) and Cov(Ki,t[t − 1], ai,t−1), with eLi,t “absorbing” Cov(Li,t[t], ai,t). As measures of the unobserved

correlations, the estimated residuals, Φ̂i = eKi,t+uKi,t and Ψ̂i = eLi,t+uLi,t, can be included as additional regressors

in the mixture regressions (Stage 2) to estimate potentially simultaneity-free production function parameters.

We estimate (2) sector-by-sector through three-stage least squares including country-year effects (to account

for Zc,t). The estimation, which requires two time periods, is carried out over the two years of 2009 and 2010,

under the hypothesis that the technology to be used in 2010 is decided, together with the amount of capital, in

2009. This choice is consistent with the information on firms’ international characteristics used in Section 5, as

this is collected as a cross-section for the years before 2010 (firms were requested to report their engagement in

international activities in 2008 or over the 2007-2009 period, depending on the question). At this stage, we do

not disentangle across labor categories, as we are interested only in the whole residual to be used in the second

step.
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Production functions estimation - stage 2. To obtain technology-specific production function parameters,

we estimate the following labor-intensive production function (index t is hereafter omitted) sector-by-sector:

yi = ai + αm + βKmk
δi,m
i + βWm w

δi,m
i + βSms

δi,m
i + βUmu

δi,m
i + γmr

δi,m
i + ϕΦ̂

δi,m
i + ψΨ̂

δi,m
i + FEs + ηi, (3)

where labor (measured as number of employees) is disaggregated into three categories: white collar (wi), skilled

blue collar (si), unskilled blue collar (ui). Moreover, ri is the average wage paid by the firm, used to proxy for the

human capital dimension left unexplained by disentangling across labor categories; technology is described by

the parameter set (αm, β
K
m , β

W
m , βSm, β

U
m), with the TFP term split into the idiosyncratic component ai and the

technology component αm; FEs are three-digit industry fixed effects; ηi is the i.i.d term.; and δi,m are observation

weights defined in (4). The probability distribution of yi is modelled as the weighted average of the M unknown

distributions, each with a proper mean (µm) and variance (σ2
m): f(Yi|µ, σ2) =

∑M
m=1 ωmfm(Yi|µm, σ2

m). The

unknown ex-ante probability of belonging to group m (i.e., ωm =
∑
i pi,m/

∑
m

∑
i pi,m) is dealt with by using

the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to the weighted least squares estimation of Equation (3) (see De

Sarbo and Cron (1988)), where the observation weights are

δi,m =
√
pi,m with pi,m =

ωmfm{yi|µm;σ2
m}∑M

m=1 ωmfm{yi|µm;σ2
m}

. (4)

The (weighted least squares) estimation starts with random values of ωm to estimate (3) and compute posterior

probabilities pi,m. These are used to update the weights ωm, and thus the regression coefficients in Equation

(3) in each step of the EM algorithm. The algorithm alternates the “M” step (production function estimation)

and the “E” step (probabilities computation) until the log-likelihood converges. Under the assumption that the

density functions of Equation (4) follow a Gaussian distribution, the characterizing parameters are the weighted

mean and the variance of the group regressions. We use the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), to ex-post

determine the number M of clusters, as it helps us identify the best M in terms of avoiding a poor description

of the population on the one hand and over-fitting on the other (Steele and Raftery, 2010). The obtained BIC

values are reported in Table 3.4

[insert Table 3 about here]

The estimation is carried out cross-sectionally for the year 2010 employing mixture models (McLachlan and

Peel, 2000) to recover a vector of production function parameters for each technology m. Mixture models allow

us to avoid any ex-ante assumption on both the degree of technology sharing across firms and the number of

available technologies, which are instead provided by the estimation routine. To give an intuition, the algorithm

allows us to describe a production function process as being composed of several sub-processes, each of them

4In our specification, similar (conditional) covariances among the dependent variable and regressors yield a high probability of
belonging to the same cluster, for any two firms. An alternative strategy might be modeling probabilities according to some form
of similarity (e.g., in firm size, as in Dayton and Mc Ready, 1988). Recent studies have also used the similarity among regressors
to obtain a pre-partition of sample firms in order to “help” the clusterization algorithm (e.g., Shahbaba and Neil, 2009). However,
these methods impose a priori choices that we wish to avoid.
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with a set of parameters and with each firm having its own probability of belonging to one of these sets. Finally,

in this framework, a “superior” technology is characterized by a parameter set (αm, β
K
m , β

W
m , βSm, β

U
m) such that

a higher output is produced at given input and TFP levels.5

Table 4 reports the estimated α and β parameters for each technology group and sector. As the first column

of this table shows, the number of technologies identified by our algorithm tends to be higher than one. Table

5 reports the total probability by technology group (computed as probm =
∑
i pi,m). This gives a sense of the

magnitude of each group (i.e., number of firms in a given group, with each firm accounting for a share equal to

its own probability of belonging to that group). None of the groups is empty or close to it. It is worth noting

that the final number of technologies is generally lower than that suggested by Table 3. This happens because,

although the BIC is used in deciding the best fit in the mixture regressions, we constrain the β parameters

to be statistically significant (while non-significant α values are set to zero). For each firm, the probability of

belonging to a discarded cluster is set to zero and is proportionally reallocated to the other sector clusters.

[insert Table 4 about here]

[insert Table 5 about here]

“Between” and “Within” TFP gaps. Once the production function parameters are estimated for each

technology available within each sector, they are used to predict the output levels of the firm under each

technology and give the decomposition in (1) an order of magnitude. The locally optimal technology mH

at xi = {ki, wi, si, ui} can be identified as the one, such that ŷi,mH |xi > ŷi,m|xi ∀m 6= mH . Moreover,

since the technology actually used by firm i is unobservable, the under uncertainty equivalent ŷi,mD in (1)

(i.e., probabilistic predicted output), can be obtained as
∑mH

m=1 pi,m · ŷi,m – that is, as a weighted average of

the predicted output associated with each technology, with the weights represented by the probabilities pi,m

provided by the estimation algorithm.

Hence, we can define the “between-technology” TFP (i.e., BTFP) gap as the difference between firm i’s

frontier output and firm i’s probabilistic predicted output (i.e., the weighted average of the estimated predicted

output associated with each possible technology m):

BTFP gapi = ŷi,mH −
mH∑
m=1

pi,m · ŷi,m (5)

We can define the “within-technology” TFP (i.e., WTFP) gap as the difference between firm i’s observed output

5It is worth noting how our BTFP-WTFP dichotomy might be not unique in the presence of residual differences in biased,
input-augmenting, technological change across firms that are not captured by the clustering algorithm.
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and firm i’s probabilistic predicted output:

WTFP gapi = WTFPB −WTFPi with WTFPi = yi −
mH∑
m=1

pi,m · ŷi,m (6)

where WTFPB denotes the average WTFP of the best 5% of firms (in terms of WTFP) in the sector.6

Table 6 reports the sectoral estimates of both measures, in terms of average and standard deviation (columns

1 to 4).

[insert Table 6 about here]

To obtain more detail about the technological dimension, we also report two additional BTFP indexes. The

first one, obtained as Ratio1i = BTFP gapi

ŷi,mH−ŷi,mL
, where ŷi,mL is firm i’s predicted output associated with using

the worst technology, measures the extent to which the industry average BTFP gap is driven by sector-wide

differences in the available technologies, as subsumed by the denominator (i.e., the gap based on predicted

output using the best versus the worst technology). The second index gauges the relative importance of the

technological dimension: Ratio2i = BTFP gapi

BTFP gapi+WTFP gapi
.

For ease of interpretation, the estimated number of technologies is reported in the last column of Table 6.

In general, the contribution of the WTFP and BTFP gaps to cross-firm output differences is quite unbalanced,

with technological differences taking the lead as drivers of the output differences across firms, particularly in

sectors in which three technologies are obtained (Fd, Pr, Ma, Re). This is highlighted by the high average

values of Ratio2.

By widening the output differences associated with the available technologies (see Ratio1), a higher number

of technologies tend to increase the BTFP gap on average (but not its dispersion).

Substantial intra-sectoral heterogeneity emerges from Figures 1 and 2, in which the sectoral distribution of

the estimated BTFP and WTFP gaps is reported.

[insert Figure 1 about here]

[insert Figure 2 about here]

It is worth emphasizing that, in our methodology, the price-bias7 usually associated with firm level TFP

estimates does not affect our BTFP gap measure (under the assumption that firms in different technology

clusters do not systematically apply different prices), with all the cross-firm price (i.e., mark-up) dispersion

6It is worth noting that WTFP, as defined in Equation (6), would be centered on zero at the sectoral level. Using gaps can be
seen as a normalization in order to work only with positive values.

7The price bias stems from the price dispersion across firms characterizing imperfectly competitive markets. Productivity is
usually estimated on revenues or value added, instead of using produced quantities, as information on the latter (or individual
prices to be used as deflators) is usually not available. Hence, the obtained productivity measures, which are biased by cross-firm
heterogeneity in terms of markups.
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flowing into the WTFP gap term. Moreover, as human capital heterogeneity is controlled for by disentangling

across different types of workers and by including the average wage within the firm, we can safely attribute

cross-firm BTFP gap heterogeneity to differences in technology in a strict sense (e.g., different machinery and

software returns).

Taken together, these results suggest that the technology dimension tends to dominate. At the same time,

however, there are many firms in which the output gap is determined mostly by the ability to use the adopted

technology.

Next, we discuss how international activities correlate with both dimensions is discussed next.

5 Disentangling the productivity-internationalization relationship

This Section examines whether the widely documented productivity advantage of international firms can be

understood in terms of technological advantage, as it is usually done, or whether it is more a matter of know-

how and ability to use the given technology. In the first case, we expect firms’ involvement in international

activities to be correlated more with our BTFP gap measure than with WTFP gaps and viceversa, if technology

is not the main driver of the productivity premium documented by the literature.

To this end, we focus on a vector of firm level measures of international exposure Ii to estimate the following

equation in different specifications

Bi = ζ0 + ζIIi + ζZZi + Fc + Fs + εi (7)

where Bi is, in turn, standard TFP (to reproduce the standard results in the literature), BTFP gapi, and

WTFP gapi; Zi is a vector of firm level controls; and Fc and Fs are country and sector fixed effects. ζI is a

vector of parameters that, though not entailing causality, reflect the empirical correlation of the productivity

dimension of interest with the different types of international exposure.

To measure the international exposure of firms, we exploit the detailed information collected by the EFIGE

survey, which is used to classify firms along seven (non-mutually exclusive) categories: exporters, importers

of services, importers of materials, FDI undertakers, passive and active outsourcers, and global exporters.

A dummy for each category is created. Clearly, if a firm is not involved in any of these activities, all the

related dummies are equal to zero, and the firm is considered to be non-active abroad. Firms are considered

exporters/importers if they have sold/bought abroad some or all of their own products/services in 2008. With

respect to FDI and international outsourcing, the survey includes a question asking whether firms were running

at least part of their production activity in another country: firms replying “yes, through direct investment (i.e.

foreign affiliates/controlled firms)” are considered to be undertaking FDI, while firms replying “yes, through

contracts and arm’s length agreements with local firms” are considered to be pursuing an active international

outsourcing strategy. Firms replying positively to a question asking whether part of their turnover is made

up by sales produced according to a specific order coming from a customer (produced-to-order goods) and
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indicating that their main customers for the production-to-order activity are other firms located abroad are

considered to be pursuing a passive outsourcing strategy. Hence, a passive outsourcer is the counterpart of an

active outsourcer in an arm’s length transaction. Finally, global exporters are firms that export to countries

outside the EU.

To set a benchmark, we start by considering the correlation of the seven characteristics above with a standard

TFP measure computed following Wooldridge (2009), i.e., without controlling for technological heterogeneity.8

Table 7 reports the estimation output. The first column reports the coefficients estimated in separate regres-

sions with country and sector fixed effects. The positive sign highlights the higher TFP characterizing the

internationalized firms: this is the TFP premium highlighted by the literature in the field (see Altomonte and

Aquilante, 2012 for consistent estimates on the same data).

[insert Table 7 about here]

In columns 2 to 4, the seven characteristics (with the non-active-abroad firms set as the excluded category)

are considered all together, in a short horse-race aimed at identifying the main markers of the productivity

premium. As well as including country and sector fixed effects, we also consider firm age and size; in columns

(4) and (5), we also control for how much the country-sector in which the firm operates is under pressure due to

import competition (with data drawn from COMTRADE). To do this, we consider the share of imports from

China in country-sector total imports. Moreover, four size categories are considered: small (10-19 employees),

small-medium (20-49), medium (50-250), and large (>250). Larger firms are significantly more productive,

particularly when operating in sectors featuring fiercer import competition from China. However, the exporter

status loses significance when more complex specifications are used: the more productive firms seem to be those

classified as active outsourcers and importers of services, as well as those involved in FDI activity.

Against the backdrop of these standard results, Tables 8 and 9 show the results on whether and how the

significance in analogous regressions changes when standard TFP is replaced by our BTFP gap (see Table 8)

and WTFP gap (see Table 9) measures.

[insert Table 8 about here]

[insert Table 9 about here]

Comparing Tables 8 and 9 with Table 7 clearly shows that, while the explanatory power of the country-sector

controls is broadly unaffected, the significance of all the internationalization dummies vanishes when WTFP

gaps are considered, while the correlation is even stronger with the BTFP gaps. In particular, the technology

advantage is found to be particularly important for the firms undertaking FDI, for global exporters, importers

8It is worth noting how, as the mixture regression is carried out through weighted least squares, we might see the OLS-estimated
coefficients as a weighted average of the M technology-specific coefficients, with weights (i.e., Θm) given by the ratio of the number

of firms in the m-technology group to the total number of firms in the sector – namely, β̂ =
∑M

m=1 β̂m
Θm∑M

m=1 Θm
.
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of materials and, finally, for exporters.

Firms operating in country-sectors relatively more exposed to competitive pressure from China are not

significantly less productive. At the same time, large firms operating in those country-sectors display significant

technology advantages, consistent with the evidence provided by Bloom et al. (2016). As for the BTFP gaps, size

strongly matters in all specifications, with larger firms found to produce with better technologies. Interestingly,

firm age appears to be non-significant in the standard TFP regressions because it acts in opposite directions in

terms of between-technology and within-technology productivity dimensions, with younger firms characterized

by lower BTFP gaps and higher WTFP gaps. This suggests that technology is more accessible to young firms

but also that they need time to accumulate experience in using it.

We next focus on the geographical articulation of the between-technology premiums premium. The results

are reported in Tables from 10 to 14. The significance of the technology advantage associated with being an

exporter is driven by firms exporting to EU countries and, among the global exporters, by firms exporting

to China. The same is true for FDI. Regarding importer status, the technology gaps are significantly lower

in firms importing from within the EU and from China, and for the importers of services. Finally, in Table

14, we disentangle the China competition effect by exploiting information on the countries in which the firm

has competitors. The more technologically advanced firms seem to be those operating in competition with the

United States and other EU countries. Interestingly, having competitors located in China tends to be associated

with higher technology gaps. This effect persists also when the interaction with size is controlled for (see the

last column of Table 14). However, the technology gap is significantly lower when having competitors in China

is coupled with a larger size (consistently with the results in column 4).

[insert Tables from 10 to 14 about here]

6 Conclusions

In the standard TFP concept, the notion of productivity includes several hard-to-measure factors – namely,

all the differences in output not explained by different input choices. Studying the role played by the techno-

logical dimension, within this general notion of productivity is gaining increasing interest, particularly from a

policy perspective. Cross-firm productivity heterogeneity is commonly understood in terms of “technological”

heterogeneity but lacks a clear interpretation. One of the fields in which this issue is particularly pervasive is

international economics, where the firms exposed to international markets are usually found to be more pro-

ductive than domestic firms. Regardless of the direction of causality, this productivity premium is commonly

attributed to a superior technology level, although, “it should be recognized that very technologically advanced

firms might not necessarily appear as the globally most productive or the most successful in terms of profits”

(OECD, 2015 page 33). The literature on the technological dimension of productivity is sparse, chiefly because

estimating technology-specific production function parameters is a daunting task with standard econometrics,

without an ex-ante assumption on the technology used by each firm. In standard estimates (producing sector-
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specific estimates), the factor parameter differences not accounted for in the estimation flow entirely into the

Solow residual.

This study has built on the mixture regression analysis discussed in Battisti et al. (2020) to unbundle

between-technology and within-technology TFP by estimating technology-specific production functions and to

disentangle technological and within-technology productivity gaps across firms. Technology gaps are measures of

the output loss associated with not using the best technology, given the level of inputs, while within-technology

TFP gaps can be considered measures of the ability to use the given technology. Our analysis takes advantage

of detailed information on labor types (which is key to controlling for human capital) and on firms’ interna-

tional operations (which is exploited to study the productivity-internationalization relationship) provided by

the EFIGE database.

The estimation points to a sectoral number of technologies ranging from one to three, depending on the

sector. We also find, although with some cross-sector variability, that technology gaps are more than three

times larger than within-technology TFP gaps on average. A non-significant relationship between international

exposure and within-technology TFP gaps is found, while the relationship with the between-technology gaps

is strongly significant. In particular, the technology advantage is significant for firms undertaking FDI, for

global exporters, importers of materials and exporters. The significance of the technology advantage is driven

mainly by operations with other EU countries and, among global exporters, by exporting to China. The most

technologically advanced firms generally seem to be those operating in competition with the United States

and other EU countries. Interestingly, while the firms operating in country-sectors relatively more exposed to

competitive pressure from China do not seem to feature relatively higher within-technology productivity gaps,

large firms operating in those country-sectors display significant technology advantages. Size strongly matters

in technology adoption process, with larger firms producing with better technologies. Interestingly, age displays

the opposite correlations, with younger firms using better technologies but less effectively. This result suggests

that technology is more accessible to young firms but that they need time to accumulate experience in using it.

From a policy perspective, the overall picture produced by our estimates supports the common interpretation

of the productivity gap among less internationalized firms in terms of distance from the technological frontier. In

addition, our analysis allows for more granular policy implications than previous studies do because it allows us

to disentangle the specific correlation between given firm characteristics on the one hand and both the technology

choices and the ability to use the adopted technology on the other hand. Our results suggest that helping young

firms learn to use new technologies more quickly is more important than improving the technology adoption

process. Furthermore, as larger firms are found to react more positively to external competition than their

smaller counterparts, policy initiatives may consider creating instruments designed specifically to encourage the

technological upgrade of smaller internationalized firms (e.g., institutional incentives for technological sharing

in firm networks, technological partnerships, shared patent portfolios). While a policy oriented discussion of

our findings is outside the scope of this study, its implications are suggestive and should stimulate further

empirical and methodological investigation into the empirical relationships between technology driven TFP and

within-technology productivity.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics by sector.

Sector Short V A K Lwc LUbc LSbc # firms
Food products and beverages Fd 2.565 3.767 1.443 2.411 2.113 489
Textiles TX 2.484 3.594 1.661 2.366 2.051 131
wearing apparel WA 1.989 2.839 1.221 2.218 1.953 71
Leather and leather products LP 2.138 3.212 1.133 2.368 1.914 78
Wood and wood products Wo 1.931 3.200 1.049 2.031 2.167 188
Pulp, paper and paper products;publishing and printing Pa 2.829 3.725 1.890 2.191 2.486 74
Printing and reproduction of recorded media Pr 2.411 3.155 1.576 1.641 2.639 137
Chemicals, chemical products Ch 3.272 4.415 2.111 2.467 2.502 151
Rubber and plastic products RP 2.750 3.716 1.819 2.613 2.169 274
Other non-metallic mineral products NM 2.415 3.746 1.560 2.135 2.235 203
Basic metals BM 3.305 4.398 2.131 2.948 2.926 107
Fabricated metal products MP 2.419 3.242 1.357 1.953 2.398 887
Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products EP 3.029 3.799 2.047 2.211 2.567 69
Manufacture of electrical equipment El 2.819 3.782 2.092 2.155 2.618 167
Machinery and equipment n.e.c. Ma 2.845 3.804 1.920 1.934 2.628 498
Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers MV 3.089 3.988 2.098 2.728 2.861 83
Other manufacturing Ot 2.228 3.383 1.590 2.109 2.308 282
Repair and installation of machinery and equipment Re 2.958 3.799 2.146 1.967 2.451 72
Avg/Tot 2.637 3.643 1.714 2.247 2.388 3961

Table 2: Descriptive statistics by country.

country V A K Lwc LUbc LSbc # firms
AUT 4.413 4.964 3.569 3.468 4.014 17
FRA 2.679 3.215 1.730 1.952 2.482 676
GER 3.879 4.458 2.954 2.642 3.542 319
HUN 2.624 3.363 2.355 3.083 3.124 65
ITA 2.540 3.852 1.720 2.275 2.041 1267
ESP 2.112 3.212 1.023 2.024 2.177 1417
UK 3.587 4.417 2.439 2.180 3.233 200
Avg/Tot 3.119 3.926 2.256 2.518 2.945 3961
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Table 3: Mixture regressions: BIC values.

Sector BIC1 BIC2 BIC3 BIC4 BIC5 BIC6 BIC7

Fd 322.72 165.54 125.10 -19.94 n.c. n.c. n.c.
TX 135.07 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c.
WA 64.20 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c.
LP 56.02 3.02 -62.73 -149.35 n.c. n.c. n.c.
Wo 235.80 116.47 -25.17 -47.09 n.c. n.c. n.c.
Pa 26.21 -1.60 -71.96 -125.53 -202.68 n.c. n.c.
Pr 54.16 -58.78 -54.46 -151.38 -179.95 n.c. n.c.
Ch 15.79 -88.28 -231.05 -301.93 -406.50 n.c. n.c.
RP 58.92 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c.
NM 222.73 141.28 101.90 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c.
BM 96.11 -21.11 -93.31 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c.
MP 797.74 514.34 432.98 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c.
EP 48.00 -58.69 -77.97 -143.40 n.c. n.c. n.c.
El 218.46 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c.
Ma 149.98 -28.76 -110.09 -181.30 -341.83 -453.41 n.c.
MV 55.60 4.88 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c.
Ot 222.71 55.38 15.41 -84.42 -268.34 n.c. n.c.
Re 20.20 -40.59 -69.42 -146.50 n.c. n.c. n.c.

n.c. = not converged.

Table 4: Estimated production function parameters.

sector α1 βK
1 βH

1 βS
1 βU

1 α2 βK
2 βH

2 βS
2 βU

2 α3 βK
3 βH

3 βS
3 βU

3
Fd 0.855 0.301 0.134 0.308 0.309 0.455 0.330 0.242 0.220 0.167 0.432 0.499 0.285 0.161 0.217
TX 0.700 0.367 0.170 0.241 0.259 . . . . . . . . . .
WA 0.888 0.397 0.211 0.127 0.160 . . . . . . . . . .
LP 1.418 0.138 0.081 0.364 0.192 1.736 0.375 0.259 0.145 0.197 . . . . .
Wo 0 0.121 0.131 0.325 0.213 -0.017 0.458 0.119 0.119 0.166 . . . . .
Pa 0.758 0.234 0.154 0.433 0.419 0 0.318 0.193 0.343 0.092 . . . . .
Pr 0 0.054 0.268 0.298 0.214 0.739 0.464 0.235 0.107 0.337 . . . . .
Ch 0.574 0.232 0.223 0.159 0.317 0.271 0.377 0.078 0.173 0.354 . . . . .
RP 0.503 0.361 0.174 0.261 0.249 . . . . . . . . . .
NM 0.762 0.323 0.169 0.336 0.320 . . . . . . . . . .
BM 0.858 0.142 0.287 0.317 0.181 0.595 0.299 0.206 0.149 0.299 . . . . .
MP 0.688 0.335 0.075 0.455 0.165 0.979 0.363 0.179 0.182 0.367 . . . . .
EP 0.424 0.303 0.447 0.285 0.198 0 0.189 0.199 0.416 0.224 . . . . .
El 0.633 0.327 0.236 0.261 0.284 . . . . . . . . . .
Ma -0.140 0.502 0.033 0.029 0.064 0 0.472 0.062 0.112 0.193 0.840 0.293 0.209 0.172 0.333
MV 0 0.483 0.147 0.222 0.223 . . . . . . . . . .
Ot 1.033 0.711 0.156 0.317 0.022 0.856 0.386 0.019 0.033 0.259 . . . . .
Re 0.574 0.193 0.268 0.181 0.331 0 0.515 0.350 0.200 0.461 0 0.412 0.103 0.012 0.287
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Table 5: Mixture regressions: total probability by technology group (rounded values).

Sector Prob 1 Prob 2 Prob 3
Fd 313 37 136
TX 131 - -
WA 71 - -
LP 26 52 -
Wo 25 161 -
Pa 37 32 -
Pr 19 44 73
Ch 36 113 -
RP 272 - -
NM 201 - -
BM 23 82 -
MP 257 629 -
EP 42 23 -
El 165 - -
Ma 18 33 346
MV 83 - -
Ot 273 - -
Re 13 28 -

Table 6: WTFP and BTFP gaps estimates: Sectoral averages.

Sector ̂BTFP gapi
̂WTFP gapi

AVG SD AVG SD R̂atio1i R̂atio2i # tech
Fd 1.854 0.855 0.291 0.148 0.598 0.809 3
TX 0 0 0.470 0.264 0 0 1
WA 0 0 0.580 0.297 0 0 1
LP 1.679 0.961 0.354 0.196 0.482 0.745 2
Wo 1.789 0.792 0.375 0.294 0.607 0.788 2
Pa 1.544 0.883 0.280 0.129 0.500 0.763 2
Pr 2.123 0.905 0.222 0.149 0.628 0.858 3
Ch 1.871 0.925 0.395 0.177 0.590 0.763 2
RP 0 0 0.385 0.194 0 0 1
NM 0 0 0.703 0.423 0 0 1
BM 1.681 0.923 0.197 0.113 0.528 0.820 2
MP 1.747 0.813 0.378 0.184 0.587 0.766 2
EP 1.885 0.952 0.336 0.137 0.572 0.770 2
El 0 0 0.599 0.284 0 0 1
Ma 2.021 0.869 0.209 0.112 0.636 0.849 3
MV 0 0 0.417 0.193 0 0 1
Ot 1.784 0.864 0.466 0.255 0.590 0.737 3
Re 1.444 0.701 0.105 0.049 0.617 0.859 3
AVG 1.396 1.084 0.370 0.246 0.453 0.612 -
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Table 7: International exposure and Wooldridge-estimated TFP.

(1)* (2) (3) (4) (5)
Exporter 0.122*** 0.042 0.023 0.037 0.042

(0.023) (0.026) (0.025) (0.026) (0.026)
Importer of services 0.165*** 0.104*** 0.059* 0.061** 0.061**

(0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.024) (0.024)
Importer of materials 0.113*** 0.049* 0.015 0.018 0.021

(0.019) (0.021) (0.020) (0.021) (0.021)
FDI 0.294*** 0.219*** 0.130** 0.111* 0.107*

(0.048) (0.048) (0.049) (0.050) (0.049)
Passive outsourcer 0.113*** 0.056* 0.048* 0.03 0.029

(0.020) (0.022) (0.022) (0.022) (0.022)
Active outsourcer 0.229*** 0.167** 0.161** 0.158** 0.140**

(0.053) (0.051) (0.049) (0.050) (0.051)
Global exporter 0.089*** 0.01 -0.024 -0.036 -0.04

(0.021) (0.023) (0.022) (0.023) (0.023)
Non-Active abroad -0.124***

(-0.025)
Age 0 0 0

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Small-Medium 0.191*** 0.180*** 0.042

(0.022) (0.023) (0.042)
Medium 0.402*** 0.387*** 0.151**

(0.030) (0.031) (0.052)
Large 0.512*** 0.470*** 0.281**

(0.055) (0.054) (0.089)
China -0.789 -2.078***

(0.464) (0.515)
Small-Medium*China 1.212***

(0.313)
Medium*China 2.101***

(0.362)
Large*China 1.779**

(0.613)
Const 1.027*** 0.680*** 0.697*** 0.848***

(0.147) (0.155) (0.163) (0.168)
N 3426 3426 3417 3150 3150
adj. R2 0.409 0.444 0.392 0.398

* Coefficients in Column (1) are estimated in separate regressions.
Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All variables are in logs. OLS regressions. Country and
sector FE included in all regressions. Size classes defined in terms of number of employees: Small
(10-19), Small-Medium (20-49), Medium (50-250), Large (>250). China: share of imports from
China wrt total imports in the country-sector. Statistical significance: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01.
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Table 8: International exposure and BTFP gaps.

(1)* (2) (3) (4) (5)
Exporter -0.463*** -0.157*** -0.086** -0.084** -0.085**

(0.037) (0.042) (0.029) (0.031) (0.031)
Importer of services -0.513*** -0.253*** -0.05 -0.054 -0.052

(0.045) (0.046) (0.030) (0.032) (0.032)
Importer of materials -0.457*** -0.241*** -0.081*** -0.076** -0.073**

(0.035) (0.036) (0.024) (0.025) (0.025)
FDI -1.077*** -0.798*** -0.253*** -0.273*** -0.263***

(0.099) (0.099) (0.053) (0.055) (0.055)
Passive outsourcer -0.356*** -0.07 -0.022 -0.022 -0.021

(0.038) (0.042) (0.027) (0.029) (0.029)
Active outsourcer -0.476*** -0.199 -0.071 -0.103 -0.083

(0.117) (0.113) (0.061) (0.069) (0.068)
Global exporter -0.530*** -0.297*** -0.117*** -0.115*** -0.113***

(0.041) (0.043) (0.028) (0.030) (0.030)
Non-Active abroad 0.496***

(-0.039)
Age -0.002** -0.002** -0.002**

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Small-Medium -0.680*** -0.683*** -0.688***

(0.024) (0.025) (0.047)
Medium -1.772*** -1.803*** -1.723***

(0.037) (0.038) (0.062)
Large -2.594*** -2.619*** -2.402***

(0.049) (0.051) (0.076)
China 1.05 1.376*

(0.591) (0.636)
Small-Medium*China 0.031

(0.359)
Medium*China -0.729

(0.443)
Large*China -2.323***

(0.574)
Const - -1.291*** 0.328 0.557*** 0.470***

- (0.175) (0.203) (0.132) (0.132)
N 2646 2646 2641 2367 2367
adj. R2 - 0.322 0.704 0.709 0.71

* Coefficients in Column (1) are estimated in separate regressions.
Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All variables are in logs. OLS regressions. Country and
sector FE included in all regressions. Size classes defined in terms of number of employees: Small
(10-19), Small-Medium (20-49), Medium (50-250), Large (>250). China: share of imports from
China wrt total imports in the country-sector. Statistical significance: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01.
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Table 9: International exposure and WTFP gaps.

(1)* (2) (3) (4) (5)
Exporter -0.021 -0.026 -0.035 -0.037 -0.04

(0.037) (0.044) (0.044) (0.046) (0.046)
Importer of services 0.033 0.033 0.026 0.021 0.021

(0.040) (0.043) (0.043) (0.044) (0.044)
Importer of materials 0.018 0.019 0.008 0.034 0.033

(0.034) (0.037) (0.038) (0.039) (0.039)
FDI 0.032 0.025 -0.001 -0.068 -0.068

(0.079) (0.081) (0.083) (0.087) (0.087)
Passive outsourcer 0.001 0.017 0.017 0.005 0.007

(0.035) (0.041) (0.041) (0.042) (0.042)
Active outsourcer 0.123 0.12 0.111 0.116 0.122

(0.099) (0.099) (0.098) (0.107) (0.107)
Global exporter -0.044 -0.056 -0.059 -0.054 -0.051

(0.038) (0.042) (0.042) (0.044) (0.044)
Non-Active abroad 0.012

(-0.042)
Age 0.002** 0.002** 0.002**

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Small-Medium 0.072 0.033 0.099

(0.040) (0.041) (0.078)
Medium 0.051 0.029 0.161

(0.053) (0.055) (0.094)
Large 0.109 0.085 0.121

(0.094) (0.095) (0.145)
China 0.378 1.027

(0.784) (0.910)
Small-Medium*China -0.587

(0.572)
Medium*China -1.178

(0.673)
Large*China -0.284

(1.125)
Const - -0.217 -0.354 -0.392 -0.457*

- (0.193) (0.203) (0.208) (0.213)
N 3480 3480 3471 3197 3197
adj. R2 - 0.069 0.071 0.076 0.076

* Coefficients in Column (1) are estimated in separate regressions.
Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All variables are in logs. OLS regressions. Country and
sector FE included in all regressions. Size classes defined in terms of number of employees: Small
(10-19), Small-Medium (20-49), Medium (50-250), Large (>250). China: share of imports from
China wrt total imports in the country-sector. Statistical significance: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05,
*** p < 0.01.
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Table 10: BTFP gaps: geography of exports.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Exporter EU -0.389∗∗∗ -0.121∗∗∗ -0.127∗∗∗ -0.127∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03)

Exporter Europe not EU -0.047 -0.012 0.003 0.003
(0.06) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Exporter CHN -0.164∗∗ -0.106∗∗ -0.092∗∗ -0.085∗

(0.07) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05)

Exporter US -0.239∗∗∗ -0.114∗∗∗ -0.108∗∗ -0.095∗∗

(0.08) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05)

Age -0.002∗∗ -0.002∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Small-Medium -0.711∗∗∗ -0.711∗∗∗ -0.720∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.05)

Medium -1.854∗∗∗ -1.881∗∗∗ -1.781∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.06)

Large -2.734∗∗∗ -2.761∗∗∗ -2.515∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.05) (0.08)

China 1.066∗ 1.464∗∗

(0.61) (0.66)

Small-Medium*China 0.066
(0.37)

Medium*China -0.886∗

(0.46)

Large*China -2.579∗∗∗

(0.58)

Const -1.579∗∗∗ 0.305 0.537∗∗∗ 0.439∗∗∗

(0.20) (0.22) (0.16) (0.16)
N 2646.000 2641.000 2367.000 2367.000
adj. R2 0.227 0.695 0.700 0.701

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Dependent variable: BTFP. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All variables are in logs.
OLS regressions. Country and sector FE included in all regressions. Size classes defined in
terms of number of employees: Small (10-19), Small-Medium (20-49), Medium (50-250), Large
(>250). China: share of imports from China wrt total imports in the country-sector. Statistical
significance: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Table 11: BTFP gaps: geography of FDI.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FDI EU -0.819∗∗∗ -0.280∗∗∗ -0.276∗∗∗ -0.259∗∗∗

(0.14) (0.07) (0.07) (0.08)

FDI Europe not EU -0.158 0.112 0.100 0.067
(0.25) (0.12) (0.15) (0.14)

FDI CHN -0.450∗∗∗ -0.097 -0.054 -0.036
(0.17) (0.09) (0.11) (0.11)

FDI US -0.673∗∗∗ -0.248∗∗ -0.293∗∗∗ -0.310∗∗∗

(0.22) (0.11) (0.08) (0.08)

Age -0.002∗∗ -0.002∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Small-Medium -0.719∗∗∗ -0.718∗∗∗ -0.730∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.05)

Medium -1.868∗∗∗ -1.899∗∗∗ -1.789∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.06)

Large -2.705∗∗∗ -2.729∗∗∗ -2.485∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.05) (0.08)

China 1.030∗ 1.445∗∗

(0.60) (0.65)

Small-Medium*China 0.088
(0.36)

Medium*China -0.978∗∗

(0.46)

Large*China -2.554∗∗∗

(0.58)

Const -1.811∗∗∗ 0.220 0.443∗∗∗ 0.345∗∗

(0.16) (0.21) (0.15) (0.15)
N 2646.000 2641.000 2367.000 2367.000
adj. R2 0.229 0.694 0.698 0.700

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Dependent variable: BTFP. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All variables are in logs.
OLS regressions. Country and sector FE included in all regressions. Size classes defined in
terms of number of employees: Small (10-19), Small-Medium (20-49), Medium (50-250), Large
(>250). China: share of imports from China wrt total imports in the country-sector. Statistical
significance: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Table 12: BTFP gaps: geography of imports of services.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Importer services EU -0.611∗∗∗ -0.096∗ -0.099∗ -0.095∗

(0.08) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

Importer services Europe not EU -0.072 -0.201∗ -0.231∗∗ -0.235∗∗

(0.22) (0.10) (0.12) (0.12)

Importer services CHN -0.233 -0.234∗∗ -0.250∗∗ -0.211∗

(0.19) (0.09) (0.11) (0.11)

Importer services US 0.011 0.054 0.073 0.076
(0.22) (0.11) (0.12) (0.12)

Age -0.002∗∗ -0.002∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Small-Medium -0.715∗∗∗ -0.715∗∗∗ -0.732∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.05)

Medium -1.871∗∗∗ -1.899∗∗∗ -1.800∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.06)

Large -2.734∗∗∗ -2.761∗∗∗ -2.532∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.05) (0.08)

China 1.161∗ 1.504∗∗

(0.60) (0.65)

Small-Medium*China 0.139
(0.37)

Medium*China -0.880∗

(0.46)

Large*China -2.422∗∗∗

(0.59)

Const -1.561∗∗∗ 0.280 0.510∗∗∗ 0.416∗∗∗

(0.16) (0.21) (0.15) (0.15)
N 2646.000 2641.000 2367.000 2367.000
adj. R2 0.222 0.693 0.698 0.699

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Dependent variable: BTFP. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All variables are in logs.
OLS regressions. Country and sector FE included in all regressions. Size classes defined in
terms of number of employees: Small (10-19), Small-Medium (20-49), Medium (50-250), Large
(>250). China: share of imports from China wrt total imports in the country-sector. Statistical
significance: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Table 13: BTFP gaps: geography of imports of materials.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Importer materials EU -0.331∗∗∗ -0.124∗∗∗ -0.128∗∗∗ -0.128∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.02) (0.03) (0.03)

Importer materials Europe not EU -0.297∗∗∗ -0.069 -0.098∗ -0.096∗

(0.09) (0.05) (0.06) (0.06)

Importer materials CHN -0.291∗∗∗ -0.084∗∗ -0.062 -0.042
(0.06) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Importer materials US -0.183∗ -0.060 -0.058 -0.055
(0.10) (0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

Age -0.002∗∗ -0.002∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Small-Medium -0.703∗∗∗ -0.703∗∗∗ -0.709∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.05)

Medium -1.833∗∗∗ -1.862∗∗∗ -1.770∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.06)

Large -2.694∗∗∗ -2.720∗∗∗ -2.484∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.05) (0.08)

China 1.211∗∗ 1.583∗∗

(0.60) (0.65)

Small-Medium*China 0.039
(0.37)

Medium*China -0.838∗

(0.46)

Large*China -2.509∗∗∗

(0.59)

Const -1.685∗∗∗ 0.254 0.486∗∗∗ 0.391∗∗

(0.18) (0.21) (0.16) (0.15)
N 2646.000 2641.000 2367.000 2367.000
adj. R2 0.252 0.697 0.702 0.703

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Dependent variable: BTFP. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All variables are in logs.
OLS regressions. Country and sector FE included in all regressions. Size classes defined in
terms of number of employees: Small (10-19), Small-Medium (20-49), Medium (50-250), Large
(>250). China: share of imports from China wrt total imports in the country-sector. Statistical
significance: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Table 14: BTFP gaps: geography of competitors.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Competitors EU 0.010 -0.079 -0.055 -0.049 -0.082

(0.10) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06) (0.06)

Competitors Europe not EU -0.088 -0.001 0.009 0.003 0.002
(0.07) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Competitors CHN 0.051 0.057∗∗ 0.059∗∗ 0.060∗∗ 0.125∗∗∗

(0.05) (0.03) (0.03) (0.03) (0.04)

Competitors US -0.298∗∗∗ -0.136∗∗∗ -0.151∗∗∗ -0.139∗∗∗ -0.130∗∗∗

(0.07) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Age -0.002∗∗ -0.002∗∗ -0.002∗∗∗ -0.002∗∗

(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

Small-Medium -0.722∗∗∗ -0.722∗∗∗ -0.741∗∗∗ -0.705∗∗∗

(0.02) (0.02) (0.05) (0.03)

Medium -1.879∗∗∗ -1.908∗∗∗ -1.816∗∗∗ -1.855∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.04) (0.06) (0.04)

Large -2.764∗∗∗ -2.788∗∗∗ -2.542∗∗∗ -2.716∗∗∗

(0.04) (0.05) (0.08) (0.05)

China 1.107∗ 1.429∗∗

(0.61) (0.66)

Small-Medium*China 0.160
(0.37)

Medium*China -0.821∗

(0.46)

Large*China -2.571∗∗∗

(0.57)

Small-Medium*Competitors CHN -0.081
(0.06)

Medium*Competitors CHN -0.104
(0.07)

Large*Competitors CHN -0.198∗∗

(0.09)

Const -1.776∗∗∗ 0.341 0.540∗∗∗ 0.441∗∗∗ 0.343
(0.20) (0.22) (0.17) (0.17) (0.22)

N 2646.000 2641.000 2367.000 2367.000 2641.000
adj. R2 0.202 0.693 0.697 0.699 0.693

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Dependent variable: BTFP. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All variables are in logs. OLS regressions.
Country and sector FE included in all regressions. Size classes defined in terms of number of employees: Small
(10-19), Small-Medium (20-49), Medium (50-250), Large (>250). China: share of imports from China wrt total
imports in the country-sector. Statistical significance: * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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A Appendix. Relationship with the Wooldridge Estimation

Among the issues highlighted by the literature on estimating production functions, recent works have focused on
simultaneity bias. The source of simultaneity bias is the fact that information on actual productivity, although
unknown to the econometrician, is known to the firm when it decides on the amount of inputs. This biases the
production function parameters obtained through the least squares estimates because of the potential correlation
between the regressors and error term.

A successful stratagem suggested by the literature for addressing this issue consists of recovering the ai
component from the traces it leaves in the observed behavior of the firm. Key studies examining this approach,
which is commonly referred to as the proxy variable method, include the semi-parametric approach put forward
by Olley and Pakes (1996), Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), and Ackerberg et al. (2006) as well as the GMM
estimation adopted by Wooldridge (2009) used in the analysis as a benchmark estimation under the assumption
of no heterogeneity in terms of production function parameters9. The basic idea of this methodology consists
of identifying a (proxy) variable that reacts to the changes in TFP observed by a firm and is thus a function
of these changes. Insofar as this function is invertible, its inverse may be calculated and plugged into the
production function-estimating equation. Olley and Pakes (1996) suggest resorting to investment as a proxy,
whereas Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) use intermediates. Doraszelski and Jaumandreu (2012), who extend Olley
and Pakes (1996), show that a firm’s TFP is stochastically affected by its investment in knowledge (considered
in terms of R&D).10

The implementation of such a semi-parametric approach within our mixture model framework raises identi-
fication problems. In particular, the way in which the proxy variable (either investment or materials) reacts to
changes in technology and TFP should be specified separately because firms’ input choices may be differently
correlated with the technology parameters and firms’ TFP. Our model of technology adoption developed in
Section 4 is meant to deal with these two sources of simultaneity separately, without the need to rely on a
specific proxy variable.

Similarly to the semi-parametric strategy, our approach to simultaneity entails a two-step estimation. How-
ever, instead of trying to include the whole productivity term (as proxied by the inverted investment or inter-
mediates demand function) in the production function, our strategy seeks to take its effect (on the capital and
labor choice) into account by controlling for its covariance with labor and capital. We exploit the fact that the
correlations between capital and technology as well as between either capital or labor and TFP flow into the
residuals of the system of equations in Equation (2), consisting of the K policy function and static condition
for L. Once estimated, these residuals allow us to control for simultaneity in the mixture analysis. As well
as controlling for the simultaneity caused by idiosyncratic TFP, this strategy can control for any other factor
affecting the input choice through the relationships in Equation (2). This aspect is particularly relevant in light
of the results provided by Gandhi et al. (2018) on the identification problems characterizing the semi-parametric
approach. Such problems stem from the circumstance that even when the invertibility conditions (for the proxy
variable demand function) identified by the literature are satisfied, it is still possible to construct a continuum of
observationally equivalent production functions that cannot be distinguished from the true production function
in the data.11 By not resorting to any proxy variable, our approach is in principle immune to this order of
problems.

Second, our timing of input choice is strictly in line with Olley and Pakes (1996), with labor dealt with as
a “perfectly variable” input decided at the time of production. While this is also true in Levinsohn and Petrin
(2003), Ackerberg et al. (2015) highlight the collinearity problems associated with such decision timing and
suggest a slightly different specification in which labor is a “less variable” input than intermediates chosen one
“subperiod” before productivity is observed. This implies that differently from Olley and Pakes (1996) and
Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), in which the labor and capital coefficients are identified in the first and second

9Being the mixture regression carried out through weighted least squares, we might see the OLS-estimated coefficients as a
weighted average of the M technology-specific coefficients, with weights (i.e., Θm) given by the ratio of the number of firms in the

m-technology group to the total number of firms in the sector, namely, β̂ =
∑M

m=1 β̂m
Θm∑M

m=1 Θm
. The same reasoning applies to α.

10Firms’ productivity is assumed to evolve according to a Markov process, which is “shifted” (either positively or negatively)
by R&D expenditure. The R&D choice gives rise to an additional policy function (besides the policy function for investment in
physical capital) that, under the crucial assumption that the error in t is uncorrelated with the innovation choice in t− 1, may be
exploited in the production function estimation to purge the estimates from the part of the error correlated with the input choice.
Loosely speaking, this approach allows us to estimate firms’ TFP while controlling for simultaneity and the effect of innovation
choices at the same time.

11The reason why is shown to be the assumption of flexible elasticity for the input used as a proxy.
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steps respectively, the first step is only used to net the output function of the idiosyncratic productivity (and in
our case also technology) shock, with both the capital and the labor coefficients retrieved in the second stage.12

Although we use the same timing of input choice as Olley and Pakes (1996) and Levinsohn and Petrin (2003),
our approach is not subject to the Ackerberg et al. (2015) critique, as both coefficients are estimated in the
second stage in our case.

B Appendix. First-stage estimation

In this Section we report the output of the first-stage of our estimation algorithm. According to (2), the
output consists of the coefficients of the two regressors lnKi,t−1[t − 2] and lnKi,t[t − 1]. The estimation is
carried out (sector-by-sector) through three-stage least squares (including country-year effects): the endogenous
explanatory variable lnKi,t[t− 1] in the second equation is simultaneously estimated as the dependent variable
from the first equation.. Figures are reported, together with standard errors, in Table 15.

Table 15: First-stage estimation output.

lnKi,t−1[t− 2] lnKi,t[t− 1]
Sector Coef SE Coef SE
Fd 0.480 0.024 0.997 0.006
TX 0.478 0.040 1.003 0.016
WA 0.179 0.075 1.023 0.026
LP 0.365 0.053 0.964 0.017
Wo 0.599 0.041 0.967 0.014
Pa 0.502 0.053 0.995 0.013
Pr 0.483 0.050 1.018 0.017
Ch 0.604 0.039 1.024 0.012
RP 0.617 0.032 0.996 0.010
NM 0.529 0.029 0.986 0.010
BM 0.607 0.051 0.890 0.044
MP 0.581 0.017 0.976 0.007
EP 0.536 0.076 0.964 0.031
El 0.663 0.042 0.988 0.018
Ma 0.659 0.021 0.991 0.008
MV 0.792 0.039 1.012 0.015
Ot 0.542 0.030 0.991 0.011
Re 0.499 0.062 1.022 0.022

We also report in Figure 3 the overall distribution of the estimated Φ̂i and Ψ̂i, which are then used in the
second stage in order to control for simultaneity.

Figure 3: Estimated residuals from stage one.
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12The most obvious hypothesis concerning the data-generating process for labor demand is for it to be a function of capital and
productivity. Thus, labor demand is only a function of capital plus the variable chosen as proxy (i.e., investment in Olley and Pakes
(1996) and intermediates in Levinsohn and Petrin (2003)); hence, the labor coefficient cannot be identified in the first stage, as one
cannot simultaneously estimate a fully non-parametric function of two variables along with a coefficient of a variable (labor) that
is only a function of those same variables.
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